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Previously a mentor at Exoftware, where his role took him to a variety of organizations, David Putnam has acted as an advisor on the management of software development projects to companies in three continents. Now the manager of CentaurNet, part of Centaur Publishing, David still regularly presents papers, workshops, and tutorials on the management and practice of software development at national and international events, including XP2002, XP2003, XP2004, and XP2005. Until recently he wrote the “Models and Methodologies” column for Application Development Advisor magazine and has had articles published in other publications. His main interests are people management, software development, and learning organizations, and making work satisfying to all those involved.

About the Author

An experienced team leader and software developer, George Stepanek has gained certification as an architect in J2EE (Java 2 Enterprise Edition) and as an MCSD (Microsoft Certified Solution Developer) in .NET. Born in the Czech Republic, he grew up in England and later emigrated to New Zealand. He studied natural science and philosophy at the University of Cambridge—achieving an MA—followed by postgraduate diplomas in computer science and education. He has worked for a range of IT companies, most recently at Unisys New Zealand. He is passionate about creating quality software and sharing new and interesting ideas. His interest in education has taken him to Wikipedia (the free encyclopedia), where his writing has achieved featured article status.
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The Power of Algorithms: Inspiration and Examples in Everyday LifeSpringer, 2013

	
		To examine, analyze, and manipulate a problem to the point of designing an algorithm for solving it is an exercise of fundamental value in many fields. With so many everyday activities governed by algorithmic principles, the power, precision, reliability and speed of execution demanded by users have transformed the design and...
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Atlas of Intestinal StomasSpringer, 2012

	     Designed to provide a highly visual reference for surgeons and other members of the patient management team, Atlas of Intestinal Stomas is based on the 1967 gold standard text, Turnbull and Weakly’s Atlas of Intestinal Stomas.  Additions include chapters on anatomy and physiology, biliary stomas,...
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Everyone's Guide to Online Dating: How to Find Love and Friendship on the InternetHow to Books, 2007
Whether you're looking for love or a special friendship, online dating is a simple yet effective way to improve your social life. It can also be a lot of fun. By making a decision to try it, you may have already opened a door to a whole new world of exciting possibilities.  This practical step-by-step guide will teach you everything you need to...
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The Book of Xen: A Practical Guide for the System AdministratorNo Starch Press, 2009
Virtualization is cool. I’ve always had a soft spot for virtualization, since as a lifelong sysadmin I get pretty tired of the endless fine-tuning that goes into building a successful network “host.” Especially when that fine-tuning evolves into upgrades involving screwdrivers, recabling, and dust.

While Xen...
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PHP Beyond the WebApress, 2016

	
		
			Use your existing web-based PHP skills to write all types of software: CLI scripts, desktop software, network servers, and more. This book gives you the tools, techniques, and background necessary to write just about any type of software you can think of, using the PHP you know.

		
			PHP Beyond the Web...
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The Changing Body: Health, Nutrition, and Human Development in the Western World since 1700 (New Approaches to Economic and Social History)Cambridge University Press, 2011

	Humans have become much taller and heavier, and experience healthier and longer lives than ever before in human history. However it is only recently that historians, economists, human biologists and demographers have linked the changing size, shape and capability of the human body to economic and demographic change. This fascinating and...
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